Visualizing and quantifying spatial patterns of co-occurrence (i.e., of two or more 12 species, or of species and underlying environmental variables) can suggest hypotheses about 13 processes that structure species assemblages and their relevant spatial scales. Statistical models 14 of spatial co-occurrence generally assume that underlying spatial processes are isotropic and 15 stationary but many ecologically realistic spatial processes are anisotropic and non-stationary.
INTRODUCTION

31
A central inferential challenge for ecologists is the identification of mechanisms and 32 operational scales of processes determining observed spatial patterns. We normally begin to 33 address this challenge using spatial pattern analysis (e.g., Dale 1999 , Cressie and Wikle 2011 , 2014 ) may be appropriate in certain circumstances, if sensible ideas about the processes 145 generating spatial patterns can be formulated (e.g., Wiegand et al. 2009 ).
146
Illustrating codispersion analysis using simulations and real data 147 We first generated and analyzed a range of bivariate spatial patterns ( Fig. 2 ; a complete 148 set of simulated patterns is in Appendix A; pseudocode and accompanying R code is in the 149 Supplement). Because we were interested in comparing simulated results with observed data 150 from a large, gridded, forest inventory plot (see below), we simulated species abundance patterns Harvard Forest data archive (Orwig et al. 2015) . and aggregation for ForestGeo data (Condit 1998).
173
We computed the codispersion of each pair of species at spatial lags ranging from 20 to 174 120 m. The maximum spatial lag equaled just under one-fourth of the length of the shortest side 175 of the plot and was used to ensure adequate sample sizes for the largest spatial lag. values at all lags were around zero ( Fig. 2A ; Appendix A). When the two species were strongly [horizontal] dimension of the plot), such that in some areas of the plot the species were 205 aggregated and in other areas they were segregated ( Fig. 2D-2F ), the analysis illustrated the were both either increasing or decreasing in abundance ( Fig. 2D-2F ). In contrast, negative values 209 of codispersion represented lags and directions for which the abundances of the two species were 210 negatively correlated, e.g., one species was high in abundance when the other was low. Rotating 211 the species' patterns illustrated that the method was sensitive to the orientation of the plot (Compare Fig. 2B with (i.e., was spatially segregated from) the three other species (Fig. 4) . This species showed (Fig. 4) . The observed codispersion patterns largely were significantly different from 228 those expected under the two null models, except for P. strobus and Q. rubra, which showed 229 only weak positive covariation (Fig. 4) covariance must be stationary (Vieira et al. 2010) . Even this assumption is rarely satisfied.
245
However, most spatial statistical methods can be used if the data meet the assumption of the 246 "intrinsic hypothesis:" that the mean and the semi-variance of the distribution are dependent only 247 on distance between points, not on their location; i.e., there is no underlying large-scale spatial
248
"trend" in the data (Vieira et al. 2010) .
249
A common way to determine if there is spatial trend in the data is to compare the semi-
250
variograms between raw and adequately detrended data: raw data with a spatial trend will have a 251 semi-variogram that lacks a sill, whereas the semi-variogram of data without a spatial trend will
252
have an obvious and stable sill (Vieira et al. 2010) . However, simply detrending data and 253 comparing semi-variograms does not identify directionality in the data. In contrast, codispersion 254 plots illustrate distances and directions at which significant spatial covariance occur. to evaluate the statistical significance of observed patterns of anisotropic spatial covariance.
262
We emphasize that codispersion analysis can only detect and illustrate covariation in codispersion values as illustrated in Fig. 3 , we set the bandwidth parameter to 20 m so as to not 319 re-smooth the data any further than they had already been rasterized.
320
Finally, codispersion analysis is particularly useful for examining anisotropic patterns 
392
The color of each cell is the value of the codispersion coefficient of two variables for each
393
given spatial lag h and direction in x,y space. 
